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Surface freezing inn-alkane solutions: The relation to bulk phases
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Surface freezing~SF! was investigated in tricosane-dodecane alkane solutions as a function of temperature
~T! and molar concentration of tricosane (f), using surface tension and synchrotron x-ray surface diffraction
techniques. A crystalline SF monolayer, having a rotatorRII structure, was found to exist for 35 °C<T
<50°C and 0.3<f<1. The extended temperature range allowed to determine the linear-expansion coefficient
of the SF monolayer, (dd/dT)/d56.531024 °C21. A simple thermodynamical model based on the theory of
ideal solutions is shown to account well for thef dependence of the SF temperatureTs(f). The study shows
that the temperature range of existence of the surface frozen layer at eachf, the f range over which SF is
observed, and the bulk solidification behavior, are intimately related. All are determined by the rotator-liquid
dissolution lineTdR(f).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Normal alkanes, having the molecular structu
H(CH2)nH ~denoted Cn in the following!, are among the
most important building blocks of organic matter@1#. They
are linear molecules having a planar zigzag conforma
with a carbon atom at each vertex as their ground state. T
properties in the liquid and solid phase have been extensi
investigated. Their bulk phase diagram reveals a serie
plastic-crystalline phases intruding between the liquid a
crystalline phase. The structure in these phases is lame
with a long-range positional order of the molecular cent
of-mass, but only short-range order in the angle of rotation
the molecular plane around the long axis of the molecu
Hence their name: rotator phases@2–9#. The orthorhombic
crystalline phases of alkanes have a herringbone order in
azimuthal angle of rotation@10–12#. Five rotator phases hav
been identified, differing in the in-plane packing symme
and the tilt angle and direction@2,7#. The highest-symmetry
rotator phase is theRII phase, which is hexagonally packe
with the molecules aligned normal to the lamellar plane.

Alkanes show another peculiar property. In accorda
with general thermodynamical principles, solids of all ma
rials undergo surface melting; their free surfaces melt,
general, at a temperature lower than, or equal to that of
bulk. Surprisingly, alkanes and several of their derivativ
were found a few years ago to undergo an opposite eff
surfacefreezing~SF! @13–25#. Here the surface layer of th
melt solidifies at a temperatureTs higher than that of the
bulk Tf . In alkanes, the surface-frozen layer is one molec
thick, and, for chain lengths 16<n<30, the SF monolaye
has a structure identical with that of a singleRII lamella@13#.
The surface-freezing range,DTSF5Ts2Tf , is, however,
rather narrow, usually<3 °C. Thus, the temperature depe
dence of the SF layer properties can be studied over on
very limited range. Moreover, this short temperature ran
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does not allow reaching any phase transitions in the surfa
frozen layer of any pure alkane. Thus, relations between
surface and bulk phase diagrams cannot be studied, in s
of the strong evidence for an intimate connection between
and bulk nucleation, provided by our recent bulk homog
neous and heterogeneous nucleation experiments@26–28#
and other studies@29–32#.

An efficient way of studying these issues over an e
tended temperature range is provided by solutions of lo
chains in short-chain alkanes. By varying the molar conc
tration f of the long-chain alkane, it is possible to tune t
chemical-potential balance and reach regions in the ph
space not accessible with the pure material. This is true
both the bulk and the surface. Indeed, a temperature
concentration induced phase transition between a rotator
a crystal phase was found in the SF monolayer of bin
alkane mixtures@15#. A recent study of the bulk phase be
havior of C23/C12 mixtures@31# shows a crossover, with de
creasingf, from a rotator-to-liquid dissolution to a crysta
to-liquid dissolution, at temperaturesTdR and TdX ,
respectively. An accompanying transition from a nonsup
cooling to a supercooling bulk behavior was also found. T
lower supercooling temperature was shown to follow an
trapolation of the rotator-liquid dissolution line,TdR , below
the crossover concentration off'0.6.

To explore the relation between the bulk and surfa
phase diagrams, we have undertaken a study of the con
tration and the temperature dependence of surface freezin
C23/C12 solutions, using both surface tension and surfa
specific synchrotron x-ray techniques. The x-ray measu
ments show that no structural phase transitions occur in
surface-frozen layer over the full temperature (35 °C<T
<50 °C) and concentration (0.3<f<1) ranges over which
equilibrium SF exists in these mixtures. However, this pa
clearly demonstrates that the SF existence range at eachf is
dominated by the nonlinear variation of the bulk freezi
temperatureTdR , with ln(f). We also show that the vanish
ing of the SF effect is caused by the pre-emption of
Ts(f) line by theTdR(f) line. Although these two lines star
©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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out being parallel atf'1, the RI and RV rotator bulk
phases, occurring at temperatures below the uppermost
RII rotator phase in C23 @7#, induce an upward curvature t
TdR@ ln(f)#. By contrast, the absence of such phases at
surface-frozen layer rendersTs@ ln(f)# linear. These different
behaviors lead to an intersection of the two lines at lowf,
and the vanishing of the SF effect. A simple thermodynam
model, based on the theory of ideal solutions and clos
related to a similar theory, which explains the bulk behav
@31#, is shown to account well for theT andf dependence o
Ts(f). The x-ray grazing incidence diffraction results allo
an accurate determination of the expansion coefficient of
surface-frozen layer.

In Sec. II we briefly present the experimental techniqu
and procedures, with Sec. III presenting and discussing
results obtained.

II. EXPERIMENT

The surface structure was studied by x-ray reflectiv
~XR! and grazing incidence diffraction~GID!. The surface
thermodynamics were studied using surface tension~ST!
measurements. The experimental methods have already
described in detail@13,14,16,33#. Only a brief summary will
be given here, concentrating mostly on features peculia
this study.

A. Samples

Materials purchased from Fluka, Aldrich, and Sigm
were designated as>99% pure, and used as obtained. T
mixtures were prepared by weighing the required amou
for a total volume of 0.3 cm3 ~ST! or 0.7 cm3 ~x rays!,
heating them well above the melting temperature of C23, and
stirring vigorously on a hotplate with a magnetic stirrer f
.10 min in a closed container. Samples were always loa
into the ST or x-ray cells without allowing them to freez
prior to the measurement run, to minimize the danger
demixing and phase separation.

B. X-ray measurements

The x-ray measurements were carried out at the Harv
BNL liquid surface diffractometer at the beamline X22
National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven Nation
Laboratory, using x rays of wavelength 1.57 Å. The<1 g
liquid sample was poured onto a 5 cm diam thin copper
wafer, yielding a 0.5 mm deep puddle covering the wa
The wafer sat inside a two-stage oven. The temperatur
the inner cell of the oven was controlled electronically
<0.005 °C. The outer, passive, enclosure had Kapton w
dows. The inner, temperature-controlled, thin walled cell w
machined from solid beryllium, with top and bottom copp
flanges carrying the thin-film heaters and thermistors u
for controlling the temperature. Since the free volume of
cell was very small and the cell was sealed throughout
measurements, water adsorption by the slightly hygrosco
C12 was negligible. The inner cell could be cooled belo
ambient by a heat exchanger attached to its bottom, thro
03170
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which water with a fixed temperature (60.1 °C) could be
circulated by a Neslab refrigerated bath.

The surface-normal density profile of the vapor-liquid i
terface was explored by XR, while the surface-parallel str
ture was studied by GID and Bragg rod~BR! measurements
@33,34#. The details of the measurements, analysis, and
sults are discussed in Sec. III.

C. Surface-tension measurements

The ST measurements were carried out using a two-st
temperature-controlled sample cell, almost identical to t
of the x-ray measurements@13,19#. The Wilhelmy plate
method@35# was employed, using an electronic balance a
a plate made of filter paper to enhance wetting by the alk
sample. Several of the measurements were repeated u
plates made of tantalum foil. The results obtained were in
cases identical with those obtained with the paper pla
within the experimental uncertainties. Cooling below am
ent was done using a temperature-stabilized water circula
The samples were kept at.10 °C above the melting tem
perature for;1 h prior to a measurement run, and multip
cooling scans were carried out at each concentrationf. As
C12 is slightly hygroscopic, the ST apparatus was kept ins
an enclosure flooded with dry nitrogen throughout the m
surements. For comparison, several ST scans were also
with the apparatus open to air. The differences were foun
be smaller than the error bars of the measurements.

To avoid contamination, the paper plate was changed
different concentrations, and also for different samples of
same concentration. This introduced a small uncertainty
the measured ST values due to the unavoidable variation
cutting the paper to size. The first few scans measured f
fresh sample showed a monotonic change with time, poss
because of imperfect wetting of the paper plate, and/or
complete settling of the mixed sample. Saturation of t
‘‘drift’’ and complete reproducibility were achieved only af
ter several scans. The results discussed below were de
in all cases from the later scans which were reproducib
and showed no variation with time.

The ST was measured in discrete temperature steps,
ing at each step for 30s. This yields an effective scan rat
1023 °C/s. For each temperature step, an average of 20 m
surements was taken within a period of 30 s. In addition
the cooling scans, bidirectional cooling-heating scans w
also carried out for several samples, taking care to reve
the direction just before bulk freezing is reached, to av
possible demixing. These scans show the results to be i
pendent of the scanning direction. Also, as found in p
materials, no hyteresis is detected in the surface-freez
temperatures@13#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Surface-tension measurements

Typical ST scansg(T) for different molar concentrations
f are shown in Fig. 1. The most outstanding feature of th
curves is the slope change, upon cooling, from a negativ
8-2
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SURFACE FREEZING INn-ALKANE SOLUTIONS: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031708
a positive value as the surface-frozen layer is formed
T5Ts . The surface tension is a direct measure of the surf
excess free energy@35#:

g~T!5«s2«b2T~Ss2Sb!, ~1!

where«s and«b are the energies andSs andSb , the entro-
pies per unit area of the surface and the bulk, respectiv
The temperature derivative of surface tension yields inform

FIG. 1. Surface-tension cooling scans for the C23 concentrations
listed. The three lowest concentrations are downshifted by 2 mN
for clarity. Note the sharp break in the curves atTs , the surface-
freezing onset temperature. The curves end at the bulk free
temperatureTf . The existence rangeDTSF5Ts2Tf is observed to
be roughly constant at 2.5–3 °C forf.0.6, and diminishes linearly
with decreasingf for f,0.6. Since the measurement errors in t
absolute surface-tension values are no better than;1 mN/m, all
curves were shifted by small amounts to have their surface-ten
values atTs coincide.
03170
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tion on the surface excess entropydg/dT52(Ss2Sb),
which is a direct measure of the ordering of the molecules
the surface. For ordinary liquid surfaces, the molecules
the surfaces are less constrained than those in the bulk
thus Ss.Sb , yielding dg/dT,0. Indeed, a negative tem
perature slope has been observed forg(T) of all simple liq-
uid surfaces. Upon surface freezing, however,Ss of the
~solid! surface becomes smaller thanSb of the ~liquid! bulk,
and the slope changes sign:dg/dT.0. The temperature
range of existence of the surface-frozen layer,DTSF5Ts
2Tf , is terminated at the bulk freezing temperatureTf . As
can be observed in Fig. 1,DTSF is constant at;3 °C for
dilutionsf.0.6. At lower concentrations,f,0.6, a fast re-
duction inDTSF with f is observed, untilDTSF , and the SF
effect vanish forf,0.34 . The abrupt slope change ing(T)
at Ts for f.0.6 suggests that the freezing of the surfa
monolayer is a first-order transition. No significant hystere
or any near-transition effects were observed forf.0.6.
These properties are the same as those of pure alkanes@13#.
Upon a careful examination of the figure, at smaller conc
trations (0.4<f<0.6) a region of a lower slope can be o
served just belowTs for ;1°C. This region is well defined
in the first ST scans for a given sample. In later scans it te
to shrink, while the larger-slope, lower-T region expands.
Thus, after several scans, the different slope region belowTs
can hardly be distinguished. Since no evidence for a differ
structure was found in these two regions in the x-ray m
surements~see below!, and the first few scans vary consid
erably as discussed above, in the following we consider o
the single-slope picture, which emerges in the later scan
every series of ST measurements on a given sample.
transition temperatures and entropy changes derived from
measuredg(T) curves are summarized in Table I.

Figure 2 shows the surface and bulk phase diagram,
the Ts and Tf values obtained from the ST measuremen
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g
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TABLE I. Experimental results obtained in the surface-tension measurements for the different C23:C12

alkane mixtures.f is the bulk mole fraction of C23, and Ts and Tf are the surface and bulk freezin
temperatures, respectively.DS is the entropy change upon surface freezing, as obtained from the slopes
surface tension vs temperature curve above and belowTs . Surface freezing vanishes atf50.34.

f Tf Ts DS
Mole fraction (°C) (°C) @mJ/(m2 K) #

1.0 47.6 50.2 1.73
0.91 46.4 49.1 1.65
0.82 44.7 47.1 1.59
0.75 43.0 45.9 1.45
0.68 41.5 44.5 1.26
0.61 39.6 42.4 1.36
0.58 39.2 40.9 1.7
0.55 38.6 40.8 1.5
0.52 38.0 39.6 1.69
0.49 37.5 38.9 1.48
0.44 36.2 37.5 1.15
0.41 35.1 36.7 1.53
0.39 35.1 35.5 0.5
0.34 34.1
8-3
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superimposed on the bulk freezing (TdR) and melting (TdX)
temperatures measured by adiabatic calorimetry~denoted
‘‘cal’’ in the figure! by one of us~E.B.S.! @31#. TdX andTdR
were shown to correspond to the equilibrium crystal-liqu
and rotator-liquid dissolution temperatures, respectively.
deed, Fig. 2 shows that our measuredTf follow TdR , within
the experimental scatter, down tof'0.42, but increases
above TdR at the lowest concentrations. Heterogeneo
nucleation by the very existence of a Wilhelmi plate may
responsible for this higher-T nucleation of the bulk, as com
pared to the adibatic calorimetry results. The lower tempe
tures and the higher bulk undercoolings (dT5TdX2TdR)
may render the low-f range more sensitive to heterogeneo
nucleation by this effect. The identical results obtained
paper and tantalum plates, as discussed above, indicate
the filter paper is neither a more nor a less efficient nucle
than the metal. Another possible cause for the reduced su
cooling observed at lowf in our measurements with respe
to those of Sirota@31# could be small temperature gradien
inside the cell. While those gradients are small enough to
totally insignificant in determining the temperature, they m
enforce positional fluctuations of the particles in the ce
enhancing nucleation in the metastable temperature reg
In the absence of those gradients and nucleation sites,DTSF
should remain nearly constant down to a much lowerf,
since theTs curve is nearly parallel to theTdR curve, which
is the lower limit of the region of supercooling.

The entropy change upon surface orderingDS, is ob-
tained from the measuredg(T) curve as

DS5~dg/dT!uT,Ts
2~dg/dT!uT.Ts

. ~2!

As Fig. 3~a! shows,DS is practically independent off down
to f50.4, within the measurement uncertainty. The sma
DS at the lowest concentration,f50.39, is, most probably
due to an incomplete covering of the surface by the orde

FIG. 2. The~temperature, concentration! phase diagram of the
C23:C12 mixtures.Ts andTf are those obtained from the present S
measurements.TdR andTdX are the dissolution temperatures of th
rotator and the crystalline bulk solids, measured using adiab
calorimetry~Cal! by Sirota@31#. The surface frozen phase vanish
at f50.34. The lines are guides to the eye.
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phase. The effect is, however, small and may take the fo
of an increased disorder at grain boundaries, larger de
concentration within the crystalline structure of the mon
layer, etc. The absence of significant changes inDS strongly
supports the lack of structural phase transitions in
surface-frozen layer withf.

Perhaps the most outstanding feature of the ST and x
measurements is shown in Fig. 3~b!. DTSF , as derived from
both the ST and the x-ray measurements, is found to
constant forf.0.6, but decreases roughly linearly withf
for f,0.6 . As shown in the figure, the break inDTSF(f)
occurs atf'0.6, exactly where the bulk undercoolingdT
starts rising from zero~also roughly linearly!. This threshold
in the behavior is clearly related to the triple point, whic
exists in the phase diagram in Fig. 2 atf'0.6. At this point
a crossover occurs from an equilibrium rotator-liquid melti
line ~at TdR , for f.0.6! to a crystal-liquid melting line~at
TdX , for f,0.6!, as shown in Fig. 2, and on an enlarge
scale in Fig. 4.

ic

FIG. 3. ~a! The entropy changeDS, upon surface freezing a
derived from the slope difference in the surface-tension curves~Fig.
1!. DS is constant over the full range measured, indicating the s
face layer to be a pure C23 monolayer.~b! The temperature exis
tence rangeDTSF5Ts2Tf , of the surface-frozen layer as derive
from ST measurements and x-rayT scans. The temperature range
undercooling,dT, obtained from adiabatic calorimetry~Cal! by
Sirota @31# is also shown. Note that bothDTSF and dT show a
break atf'0.6, the bulk crossover point from liquid-to-rotator t
liquid-to-crystal transitions.
8-4
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SURFACE FREEZING INn-ALKANE SOLUTIONS: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031708
To account for thef dependence ofTs , and, in particular,
clarify its relation to the phase diagram of the bulk, we
voke the general thermodynamics of binary mixtures@36,37#,
using the properties of the pure components. A similar
proach was used previously@31#, and shown to account we
for the f dependence of the bulkTdR andTdX .

In the liquid phase , the free energyFl for a mixture ofN
moles of C23 molecules andM moles of C12 molecules can
be written as@37–39#

Fl5N f23
l 1M f 12

l 1kBT@N ln~fs!1M ln~12fs!#. ~3!

Here f i
l5« i2TSi , wherei 523 or 12 is the free energy of

C23 or C12 molecule in a melt of the pure material,Si is its
entropy, and« i is its internal energy. The logarithmic term
account for the entropy of mixing.fs5N/(N1M ) is the
mole fraction of C23 in C12 at the surface. As discussed b
low, the surface fractionfs is, in general, not equal to th
bulk fractionf. Rather it is determined by the Gibbs adsor
tion rule, based on the surface energies of the pure mate
We note that the use of the mole fraction forf here is con-
sistent with common practice in solution theory, and the p
vious study of the bulk properties of C23:C12 alkane mixtures
@31#. In an earlier study@15#, the Flory mean-field approach
which uses the mass fraction forf ~in the liquid phase only!
was found to yield a better description for several differe
long-chain alkane mixtures than the current use of mole fr
tion for f. However, for the mixtures discussed here,
improvement results from such a definition off in the fits
described below. Thus, here we prefer to use the more c
mon practice of using mole fraction forf. It should also be
noted that the mean-fieldlike interchange energy term@37,40#
was neglected in Eq.~3! for simplicity, consistently with pre-
vious studies@15,31# of long-chain alkane mixtures, wher
the deviation from nonideality was shown to be negligible

FIG. 4. An enlarged part of the phase diagram in Fig. 2. N
the crossover in the bulk from a crystal-to-liquid dissolution~at
TdX) to a rotator-to-liquid dissolution~at TdR) at f50.6. The shad-
ing shows the resultant bulk undercooling region. The linear sh
of Ts and the upward curving ofTdR are clearly observed. This
upcurving eventually leads to a pre-emption of the surface free
by bulk freezing, as discussed in the text. The lines are theore
fits, based on the theory of ideal solutions. For details see the
03170
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the liquid phase. Not surprisingly, assuming a nonzero in
change energy~in the mean-field approximation! does not
improve the results discussed below.

In the solid phase, the repulsion between C23 and C12 is
known @15# to exceed the phase-separation limit due to
large-chain length mismatch. Since no freezing of C12 occurs
in our temperature range (T.30 °C) @1#, and the two com-
pounds do not co-crystallize, the~phase-separated! solid
phase consists of pure solid C23 alkane@31#. The free energy
of such a solid is, of course,

Fs5N f23
s . ~4!

Equating the chemical potential of C23 in the two phases
]Fl /]N5]Fs/]N yields the coexistence temperature on t
surface

Ts5Ts
231kBTs

23 ln fs/~DS232kB ln fs!, ~5!

whereTs
23 andDS23 are the surface-freezing temperature a

entropy change upon surface freezing in the pure C23 melt
@13#. Equation~5! is independent of the solvent propertie
Note also thatTs in Eq. ~5! is not strictly linear in ln(f).
However, sinceDS23@kB ln fs, the deviation ofTs from lin-
earity is, in practice, rather small, as can be observed in
4.

Next, we have to relate the liquid concentration at t
surfacefs, to the experimental control parameter—the liqu
concentration in the bulkf. Invoking the equality of the
chemical potentials of the surface and the bulk while b
are liquids yields

fs5fG t /~12f1fG t!, ~6!

where

G t5exp@~g12A122g23A23!/kBT# ~7!

andg i523 or 12 are the surface tensions of the pure ma
rials at a given temperatureT. Ai with i 523 or 12 denotes
the area per molecule in the liquid surface phase of the
pure materials. Equation~6! is the simplest form of the well-
known Gibbs adsorption rule@37,38#.

Calculations using Eqs.~6! and~7! require an estimate o
the effective molecular areasA12 andA23 of the two constitu-
ents in the liquid surface phase. In bulk melts and solutio
it is known that the conformations are given by the rotatio
isomeric state model unperturbed by neighboring molecu
@41,42#. The molecules havetrans-gauchedisorder without
significant all-trans sequences. For molecules of the cha
lengths used here, this state does not correspond to a ran
coiled ball conformation, but rather to structures that a
kinked, but, nevertheless, highly anisotropic. Thus, the m
ecules in the liquid have an average extension of appr
mately 80% of the fully extended length, which correspon
to an average area molecule only 20% higher than the
proximately 20 Å2 characteristic of the ordered phases.
the bulk liquid, there is no long-range order of the orientati
of the anisotropic molecule’s long axis. There is only sho
range packing giving a broad peak atq51.35 Å21 corre-

e

e
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al
xt.
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sponding to an area of approximately 25 Å2 per chain for the
local packing of chain segments. Nonlinear optics stud
@43# show, that even in the liquid surface phase, the surf
molecules have finite orientation of their conformation n
mal to the surface. This may be due to a slight preference
CH3 groups at the surface@1,24#. Furthermore, a broad GID
peak is observed atquu'1.35 Å21 at the surface in the liquid
surface phase@16#. The above suggests that the effective a
molecule at the surface in the liquid phase is 20–25 Å2, but
not a much larger value corresponding, e.g., to the projec
of a lying down molecule. This value is further supported
an intercomparison of the measured bulk and surface ent
changes upon freezing~see the Appendix!. Thus the molecu-
lar area at the surface is similar in both the surface-fro
and liquid surface phases, and roughly independent of
chain length.

Assuming, then,A125A23520 Å2, Eq. ~7! depends only
on the surface-tension differenceg122g23. Neglecting the
weak temperature dependence ofg in the liquid phase and
using published values@14# for the pure alkanes at 30 °C
(g23529.11 mJ/m2 and g12524.75 mJ/m2) we obtain G t
5exp@28.72310222/kBT#. Using thisG t in Eqs.~5! and~6!,
they can be fitted to the measuredTs(f) values, varying
only DS23. The fit result is shown in Fig. 4 in a solid line
along with the fits of corresponding expressions, derived
Sirota @31#, for the measured bulk dissolution temperatu
TdX andTdR . The shaded region indicates the region wh
the bulk can be undercooled, bracketed by theTdX andTdR
lines. The rather good fit to the measuredTs(f) yields
DS23'190 J/(mole K) or;1.55 mJ/(m2 K). Although this
deviates by approximately 15% from the previous S
measured@13# 1.32 mJ/(m2 K), the agreement is still good
considering the uncertainties in the determination of
liquid-phase molecular area and the approximations mad
the calculations. The present value also agrees well w
those in Fig. 3~a! and Table I. While a more sophisticate
theory would perhaps yield a better agreement, the dis
sion above clearly shows that a simple model, based on
theory of ideal solutions, can account reasonably well for
measurements of both the bulk and the surface, based o
same set of reasonable parameter values. An even sim
model would also fit our data reasonably; neglecting
Gibbs adsorption rule~i.e., settingfs5f) a good fit is ob-
tained with;160 J/mole or;1.3 mJ/(m2 K), which coin-
cides with the previously measured ST value@13#. More
complicated models, based, e.g., on the Flory mean-field
proach @15#, where fs5Nn/(Nn1Mm), with n523 and
m512, give similar quality results. We note that if the Flo
mean-field approach, which employs the mass fraction
chosen, the Gibbs rule in Eq.~7! should be rewritten, as
shown elsewhere@13,44#, yielding a considerably more com
plicated expression.

Figure 4 demonstrates the reason for the nearly linear
crease observed in Fig. 3~b! in the existence range of th
surface-frozen layerDTSF . The fact that our surface
freezing curve,Ts(f), and Sirota’s liquid-rotator transition
line TdR(f), are almost parallel for 0.6,f,1, is a strong
indication that both bulk and surface have the same struct
i.e., that the surface-frozen layer is aRII rotator. The x-ray
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measurements discussed below indeed confirm this con
sion, not only for 0.6,f,1, but down to the lowest con
centration showing surface freezing,f'0.34. However, one
distinction exists between the bulk and surface rotators.
surface rotator is aRII phase at all temperatures~and concen-
trations! studied here, which yields a linear dependence ofTs

on ln(f) @31#. By contrast, the bulkRII phase converts to an
RI and then to anRV upon cooling@7#. As shown by Sirota
@31# this leads to a change to lower slopes in theTdR(f)
curve with decreasingf ~and hence alsoT). A quadratic
expression in ln(f) was found to describe the measur
TdR(f) well. Figure 4 clearly shows the curvedTdR(f), and
the linearTs(f). Since the bulk freezing temperature is e
sentially identical withTdR , DTSF5Ts2Tf should follow
the differenceTs2TdR . Because of the upward curving o
TdR and the linearity ofTs , the gap between the two line
should decrease, and eventually vanish as they intersec
indeed is observed. The deviation ofTdR from linearity close
to f51 is small, so thatDTSF appears constant within th
scatter of the measured points. Asf, and thusT, decrease,
the upcurving of TdR becomes large andDTSF starts de-
creasing. The intersection, and hence the vanishing ofDTSF ,
is expected to occur aroundf'0.2. However, the heteroge
neous nucleation effects discussed above cause a highf
vanishing point atf'0.34.

B. X-ray reflectivity

The surface-normal structure was explored by XR m
surements. Figure 5~a! shows the Fresnel (RF)-normalized
XR curveR(qz)/RF(qz) for pure C23 and af50.55 mixture
~triangles!. Hereqz5(4p/l)sina, wherea is the incidence
angle relative to the surface andl is the wavelength of the x
rays. The pure C23 XR curve is shown at two different tem
peratures: one above~squares! and one below~circles! the
surface-freezing temperatureTs . At the higher temperature
R(qz)/RF(qz) decreases monotonically withqz , as is typical
for a liquid surface @33#. It is well described by
R(qz)/RF(qz)5exp(2qz

2s2), as can be observed from the fi
ted line. This exponentially decreasingqz dependence arise
from the Gaussian-distributed interfacial roughnesss
@33,34,45#. This roughness is mainly due to thermally e
cited capillary waves@46–48#. Below Ts , modulations sud-
denly appear in the reflectivity curve, indicating the appe
ance of a surface layer of a density different from that of
liquid bulk. The modulations are caused by interference
tween rays reflected from the lower and upper interfaces
the surface-frozen layer. Their period is indicative of the la
er’s thickness. Fixingqz at a value corresponding to one o
the modulation peaks, one can scan the temperature to s
the appearance of the layer. These so-calledT scans are
shown in Fig. 5~c! for severalf values. The surface-freezin
onset upon cooling is characterized by a sharp increas
reflectivity, indicating a first-order phase transition. The
tensity changes in the reflectivity from the surface-froz
layer at each dilution are insignificant, indicating that
changes occur in the layer structure and surface cove
over the 2 –3 °C range of existence of the SF effect.
8-6
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SURFACE FREEZING INn-ALKANE SOLUTIONS: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031708
The XR data were fitted using a layered interface mo
consisting of a slab of higher electron density, represen
the ordered (CH2)n22 chains, followed by a lower-densit
depletion zone at the layer-liquid interface, corresponding
the less dense CH3 groups. This is the same model that w
successfully used previously to model the surface-fro
layer of pure alkanes@13,16# and alkane mixtures@15,44#.
The bulk electron density at eachf was fixed at the value
calculated by linear interpolation between the values of p
C23 (0.27 e/Å3) and the pure C12 (0.261 e/Å3) @1#. A single
effective roughness (s) common to all interfaces of a give
sample, but varying withf, is assumed. The (CH2)n22 layer
thicknessD(f), its electron densityr(f), and roughness
s(f), were allowed to vary in the fit. To minimize the num
ber of fitting parameters, the electron densitydr, and the
thickness dd, of the CH3 depletion layer at the liquid-
monolayer interface were fixed at the values obtained
pure alkanes@13#, dr'0.15 e/Å3, dd'2.3 Å. Good fits

FIG. 5. ~a! The Fresnel (RF)-normalized x-ray reflectivity
curves for the samples and phases indicated. Note the differ
between the monotonic shape obtained for the liquid surface ab
Ts and the modulated curves obtained in the surface-frozen p
below Ts . ~b! The electron density profiles derived from the fits
the x-ray reflectivities shown by the corresponding lines in~a!. The
higher-density surface-frozen layer is clearly observed.~c! T scans
~reflectivity curves measured at a fixedqz vs temperature! reveal the
onset of surface freezing as an abrupt change in the reflectivity.
magnitude of the change depends on the surface roughness, tqz

value chosen, the temperature, etc.
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were achieved, as shown by the lines in Fig. 5~a!. The cor-
responding density profiles are shown in Fig. 5~b!. The
monotonic decrease of a typical liquid is observed for C23

aboveTs . The existence of a surface-frozen layer belowTs

for the pure C23 and the mixture are shown as well.
Figure 6 summarizes the values obtained from the XR

for all f measured. The density of the (CH2)n22 slab,r(f),
is shown in Fig. 6~a!. For f>0.6, the density is constant a
the value of the pure material. Forf,0.6 , however, the
density seems to decrease slightly, reaching a value 4%
low that of the pure C23 at the lowestf measured. Since the
x-ray results, discussed below, do not indicate any struct
changes, and as the positive temperature expansion co
cient should have resulted in anincreasein the density with
decreasingT, the decrease observed is most probably due
incomplete coverage of the sample’s surface by the surfa
frozen monolayer. A similar reduction inDS was also found
at the lowestf, and attributed to the same effect, as d
cussed above.

ce
ve
se

he

FIG. 6. ~a! Densitiesr(f) and ~b! surface roughness value
s(f) derived from the fits similar to those shown in Fig. 5~a!. Note
the slight decrease in the apparentr with decreasingf, probably
due to incomplete coverage of the surface by the monolayer.
increase ins with f, in ~b! is due to the corresponding increase
the temperature, and the associated capillary-wave roughness
lines are fits to standard capillary-wave theory~dashed line! and the
entropic theory of surface freezing of Tkachenko and Rabin@21,20#
~solid line!. The later provides a marginally better fit than th
former.
8-7
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SLOUTSKIN, SIROTA, KRAACK, OCKO, AND DEUTSCH PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 031708
Figure 6~b! shows the behavior ofs(T) at different bulk
concentrations. The increase observed ins with f is attrib-
uted to the corresponding increase in temperature. The
illary wave theory@46,48# predicts a square-root increase
the roughness withT, while according to the fluctuation
based entropic scenario@20–22# a linear dependence is ex
pected@49#. The lines in Fig. 6~b! show both theoretical pre
dictions. Though the shortT range does not allow a clea
distinction between linear and square-rootT dependencies, a
linear T dependence, predicted by the entropic scena
~dashed line! seems to agree marginally better with the da

The (CH2)n22 slab thickness,D(f) was found to be con-
stant at 28.360.8 Å for all f. D ’s independence off sup-
ports the conclusion that the surface layer indeed consis
pure C23. The value obtained forD yields a layer thickness
of D1dd'28.312.3530.6 Å. Within the60.8 Å error of
D, this agrees very well with the calculated lengthl of a fully
extended C23 molecule: l 51.2732112.2732'31.2 Å
@1,13,15,19,44#.

C. Grazing incidence diffraction

To probe the structure within the surface plane, graz
incidence diffraction measurements were carried out. The
plane full width at half-maximum resolution of these me
surements,Dquu'631023 Å 21, was achieved by using So
ler slits. Several typical GID scans, for different temperatu
and concentrations, are shown in Fig. 7~a!. For all samples, a
single in-plane peak was observed atquu'1.52–1.53 Å21,
indicating a hexagonal packing within the surface plane
found for pure Cn up to n'30 @13#. The peak position cor-
responds to a nearest-neighbor chain separation in the
face plane ofd52p/@quu cos(30°)#'4.77 Å for our case of
hexagonal packing. All GID results are listed in Table II. T
peak position decreases with temperature, indicating an
crease in the lattice spacing. As discussed above, the su
monolayer is pure C23, and the only change that occurs up
increasing the C12 concentration is the depression of th
freezing temperature. These mixtures offer, therefore
unique opportunity to follow the lattice expansion over
very wide temperature range, which is not accessible in
pure material. The nearest-neighbor chain separation in
surface planed for the measured concentrations and tempe
tures are shown in Fig. 7~b!. d varies linearly with tempera
ture and its slope yields a linear expansion coefficient
(dd/dT)/d56.531024 °C21. An identical value was mea
sured for the bulkRII rotator phase@1,50#, the structure of
which is very similar to that of the surface-frozen monolay
Our recent high-resolution study@51# of the expansion coef
ficient of the surface-frozen layer in pure C20 yields a similar,
though somewhat higher, value of (dd/dT)/d5(9.061.0)
31024 °C21. Although the line in Fig. 7~b! provides a good
description of the measured values, the data is not relia
enough to rule out small slope changes with concentrat
Indeed, the lower concentration data, which could be m
sured over a broader temperature range, seems to indic
larger expansion coefficient. Future high-resolution meas
ments, where the narrow diffraction peaks will allow smal
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peak shifts to be resolved, are required to allow a be
determination of possible changes in the expansion co
cient with f.

The area per molecule in the frozen surface layer is
tained from the x-ray measurements asAsx58p2/(A3quu

2)
which, over our temperature range, varies from 19.5
19.8 Å2. The resultant electron density of the alkyl cha
having 8 electrons per CH2 group and a projected length o
1.27 Å along the molecular axis, can be estimated directly
8/(19.7531.27)50.319e/Å 3, very close to the densities ob
tained from the XR fits, shown in Fig. 6~a!. Since the reflec-
tivity measurements probe the macroscopic x-ra
illuminated area, averaging over both ordered and~possibly!
disordered regions, while the GID probes only the orde
regions, the agreement of the XR and GID derived densi
is a strong indication that the surface is completely cove
by the ordered monolayer, at least forf.0.55, as mentioned
above.

The widths of the in-plane GID peaks are shown in Fig.
Note that for highT ~also highf) the in-plane peaks are

FIG. 7. ~a! Measured GID peaks~points! of the surface-frozen
monolayer, and Lorentzian fits~lines!. The shift in position with
temperature is clearly observed. The widths of the peaks yie
coherence length for the in-plane order of at least a few thousan
~b! The nearest-neighbor chain separation in the surface pland,
derived from the GID measurements for the various mixtures. T
decrease with temperature over an extended range allows fittin
a straight line, the slope of which yields a linear thermal expans
coefficient of (dd/dT)/d56.531024 °C21.
8-8
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TABLE II. Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction results from measurements on the surface-frozen m
layer for the various C23 concentrations (f) and temperatures (T). quu is the peak position of the single GID
peak observed, andd54p/(A3quu) is the corresponding in-plane intermolecular distance.

f T quu d
Mole fraction (°C) (Å21) (Å)

1.0 49.1 1.518 4.779
48.4 1.520 4.774
47.4 1.521 4.769
47.1 1.523 4.763

0.82 46.1 1.521 4.769
46.1 1.521 4.771
45.1 1.522 4.766
44.1 1.524 4.760

0.68 42.0 1.526 4.754
41.5 1.527 4.750
41.0 1.527 4.751

0.55 38.4 1.529 4.744
38.2 1.530 4.743
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resolution limited, indicating that the coherence lengths
at least several thousand Å. The error bar in the individ
values is large. However, there appears to be a slight incr
in the width at lower temperatures. This is an expected ef
since the hexagonal rotator phase consists of local or
rhombic domains with the distortion oriented randomly in
three directions. When the temperature is lowered in the h
agonal phase, the size of the orthorhombic domains gro
causing a packing frustration and a decrease in the degre
positional order in the hexagonal phase. When the transi
to the orthorhombic phase occurs, positional order is ag
restored. This effect was first observed in mixtures ofn al-
kanes where the orthorhombic phase was destabilized by
creased interlayer interactions and the hexagonal phase h
wide temperature range@52#. This effect was shown to be

FIG. 8. The widths of the measured grazing-incidence diffr
tion peaks. Note that while for high temperatures~which correspond
to high f) a resolution limited peak is obtained, with a width
0.006 Å21, the width seems to increase at lower temperatures.
a discussion see the text.
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quite general@8#. Such disorder was also confirmed in th
hexagonal phase of Langmuir films@53#. Moreover, this ef-
fect is not confined to alkyl-chain molecules, and was a
observed recently in the hydrated hexagonal phase of D
@54#. The precise effect of such disorder will differ depen
ing on whether the phase is three-dimensional~3D! crystal-
line, 2D crystalline, or hexatic. While in the present case
sharp x-ray diffraction peaks clearly prove the existence
quasi-2D order in the surface-frozen monolayer, our fin
resolution does not allow a detailed line shape analy
which could distinguish the mode by which the correlati
function decays with distance.

D. Bragg rod measurements

The intensity distribution alongqz at the in-plane peak
position (quu), the so called BR’s, have been measured wit
linear position sensitive detector placed vertically behind
Soller slits. The profile of a typical BR, like that shown
Fig. 9, is determined by the product of the molecular fo
factor and the structure factor of the hexagonally pack
monolayer. The structure factor consists of lines perpend
lar to the surface, while the form factor is dependent on
molecular shape. In our case, it is symmetric with respec
the molecular axis. The momentum transfer parallel~normal
to! the molecular axis, denoted byQz (Quu), and those par-
allel ~normal to! thesurface normal, denoted byqz (quu), are
related by

Qz5qz cosu2qx sinu, ~8!

Quu5@qy
21~qz sinu1qx cosu!2#1/2, ~9!

where u is the angle of tilt from the surface norma
@34,45,46# and qx (qy) are perpendicular~parallel! to the
diffracted beam’s wave vector.
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SLOUTSKIN, SIROTA, KRAACK, OCKO, AND DEUTSCH PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 031708
Multiplying the form factor by the structure factor of
hexagonally packed monolayer of thicknessD, the intensity
distribution along the BR is given by@45#

I ~qz!}F S sin~QzD/2!

QzD/2 D 2

exp@2~Qzs0!2#G
3exp@2~qzsz!

2#uT~a!u2uT~b!u2. ~10!

The surface enhancement factorsT(x), also known as Vine-
yard peaks, for the reflection anglex5b and the incidence
anglex5a, are given by

uT~x!u25u2 sinx/~sinx1Acos2 ac2cos2 x!u2, ~11!

where ac is the critical angle for total external reflection
When the tilt angleu is close to zero, our resolution does n
allow distinguishing between the surface roughness expo
qzsz , and the term representing the gradual decrease o
electron density at the molecule’s two endsQzs0. Thus, the
two corresponding terms are lumped into a single te
exp@2(qzsef f)

2#. The fit of Eq. ~10! to the measured BR
shown in Fig. 9 as a solid line, yields an effective roughn
parameterse f f'4 Å, and a layer thickness ofD527.8 Å.
Both are very close to, and thus confirm, the values obtai
from the XR measurements above. The freely fitted tilt an
is not higher than 3°, with the azimuthal angle of the
direction being;45°. Because of the very small tilt angl
the value of the tilt direction should not be taken too se
ously. This result is also consistent with a nontilted structu

In conclusion, the x-ray measurements clearly show t
the surface-frozen monolayer is anRII rotator for the full
range of temperatures explored. By contrast, the bulk rot
phase of C23 traverses three different rotator phases, a
reaches an orthorhombic crystalline phase, over the s
temperature range. The difference in the phase behavior
be due to the interlayer interactions, which are absent in
surface-frozen monolayer, but exists in the case of the b
crystal. While these interactions are generally considere

FIG. 9. The Bragg rod measured at the in-plane GID peak
sition ~open circles!. A fit ~line! to the theoretical expression in th
text indicates an extended molecule, with a tilt from the surfa
normal of no more than 3°.
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be rather weak in rotator phases, they may nevertheles
sufficient to account for the observed difference between
2D and 3D behavior of C23. This difference merits further
attention, and similar studies on other mixtures are indica

IV. CONCLUSION

We presented here x-ray and surface-tension studie
surface freezing in C23:C12 alkane mixtures. The surface
frozen layer is found to be a pure C23 monolayer over the full
range of dilutions fromf51 ~pure C23) to f'0.34. This
corresponds to a;15 °C temperature range. While the bu
crosses over from a liquid-to-rotator transition to a liquid-t
crystal transition atf'0.6 ~at T540.5 °C), the surface-
frozen monolayer preserves its hexagonally packed rot
phase over the wholef range. Its structure is identical with
that of a bulkRII rotator phase lamella, and it serves, the
fore, as an efficient bulk nucleator fromf51 down to f
'0.6, a region where the highest-T equilibrium bulk solid
phase is also a rotator phase. The match between the su
and bulk solids eliminates the nucleation barrier, and th
prevents supercooling of the bulk liquid. Atf'0.6, the
highest-T solid bulk phase changes from a rotator to
orthorhombic crystal, a structure different from that of t
surface-frozen layer. Consequently, the surface-frozen la
no longer promotes bulk nucleation. A nonzero nucleat
barrier is established. This, in turn, results in a finite te
perature range of supercooling for the bulk, which increa
with decreasingf. Consequently, the freezing temperatu
still follows the extrapolated bulk liquid-to-rotatorTdR(f)
freezing line, as shown by Sirota@31#. A simple model based
on ideal solution theory accounts well for the linear depe
dence of the surface-freezing temperatureTs on ln(f). The
vanishing of the surface-freezing effect at lowf,0.3 results
from the pre-emption of surface freezing by bulk freezin
arising from the intersection of the linearTs@ ln(f)# with the
quadraticTdR(f) of the bulk. The x-ray measurements pr
vide a detailed description of the surface-frozen monola
and its variation with temperature. In particular, the extend
temperature range studied allows an accurate determina
of the thermal coefficient of expansion of the surface-froz
layer, which is found to be in reasonable agreement with t
of the bulkRII phase. Further measurements on similar m
tures with different chain-length combinations may reve
new surface phases and shed further light on the interp
between the surface and bulk phase behavior and on the
tails of the solid nucleation in the bulk from solutions an
melts.
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SURFACE FREEZING INn-ALKANE SOLUTIONS: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 031708
APPENDIX: COMPARING BULK AND SURFACE
ENTROPY CHANGES

Denote byS̃i j andAi j the entropy and areaper molecule
at the surface (i 5s) or in the bulk (i 5b) in the liquid (j
5 l ) or the crystal (j 5x) phases. The effective entrop
change at the surface upon surface freezingper unit area,
denoted here asDG and derived from the measuredg(T)
curve as the difference in the slopes below and aboveTs , is
given as

DG[~S̃sl /Asl2S̃bl /Abl!2~S̃sx /Asx2S̃bl /Abl!

5~S̃sl /Asl2S̃sx /Asx!. ~A1!

Multiplying now by Asx ,

DGAsx[Asx~S̃sl /Asx2S̃sx /Asx1S̃sl /Asl2S̃sl /Asx!

5S̃sl2S̃sx1S̃sl@~Asx2Asl!/Asl#

5DS̃s1S̃sl@~Asx2Asl!/Asl#. ~A2!
em

B

ett

03170
The bulk entropy change upon freezing of C23 was mea-
sured by calorimetry to be 164 J/~mole K! @1,55–57#, which
is ;20 kB per molecule. The surface entropy change up
freezing, DG, was measured independently in surfac
tension measurements@13# to be 1.32 mJ/(m2 K), which is
;1 kB Å 22. The x-ray measurements above yieldAsx

'20 Å2. Thus, DGAsx'20 kB , which is equal toDS̃b .
This implies

DS̃b'DS̃s1S̃sl@~Asx2Asl!/Asl#, ~A3!

whereDS̃b andDS̃s are the entropy changes per molecule
the bulk and at the surface. Making now the reasonable
sumption that the entropy change upon freezingper molecule
at the surface and in the bulk are roughly the same@13#,
requires the second term in Eq.~A3! to vanish and thus lead
to the conclusion thatAsl'Asx'20 Å2.
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